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Welcome to the AGM Edition of RISA News
The RISA Management Team have been hard at work over recent months to make our
organisation run more smoothly and to try to better educate the community and government
about the difficulties reflux parents face on behalf of their kids.
This edition contains a notice for both the Annual General Meeting and a Special General
Meeting to be conducted immediately prior to the AGM. The Special General Meeting will
consider moving the organisation to be based out of NSW rather than Queensland in order that
all office bearers can be located anywhere in Australia. The AGM will elect a new management
team. The meeting notices and position descriptions are included in the supplement to this
newsletter, and sending this to all members is a legal requirement. We urge you to read through
the supplement and consider taking on a role. RISA Inc is a member run organisation and we
need your help!
It’s worth knowing that none of these positions are onerous or a massive impost on your time.
We’re set up that way because reflux parents simply don’t have the time to volunteer for big
roles. So have a glance at the position descriptions and even if you think you could “job share”
something with someone else, we’d welcome your contribution with open arms!
In this issue you’ll find:
- information about feeding refusers
- top ten myths about infant eating
- four member stories including
o two member stories from WA as we highlight the issues in the west
- important financial information about the Carer Allowance – not means tested and
available to many RISA parents, and
- a few things you can do to help RISA and the kids we’re all trying to help.
So, in between organising to have the carpets steam cleaned, throwing on yet another load of
washing and stealing 10 minutes extra sleep, we hope you can find some time to enjoy this issue.
There are some really great hints in here – stuff we wish we knew at the beginning of our reflux
journeys!
May the force (and the caffeine) be with you all!! ;-)
RISA Management Team

WARNING: If you’re printing these editions out to read them, check each Table of
Contents first!! The newsletters include information for the AGM and Special General
Meeting, including a 15 page proposed constitution. Don’t kill too many trees unless
you need to!
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Publisher: Michelle Anderson Publishing
Cost: $24.95
Size: 220 pages
ISBN: 9780855723996
Available from: Michelle Anderson
Publishing, Amazon and all good bookstores

REFLUX REALITY: A Guide for Families is a
comprehensive resource that offers practical
guidelines and support. It is THE essential
book for any family with a baby or child who
suffers from gastro-oesophageal reflux.
‘Having barely existed through reflux with
both of our boys when they were babies, I
know firsthand how challenging those days
can be. How much more supported I would
have felt if I had had a book like this.’ –
Felicity Chapman, Founder and Director
Mothers Be Heard

Some of the topics covered include: What causes reflux?* Common characteristics* Complications* Common
myths about reflux in children* When to seek medical advice* Medical investigations and procedures* Managing
reflux* Information on feeding and sleeping* Food sensitivities* Use of medication* Complementary medicine* The
reality and impact of reflux* Coping tips* and much more offering support and understanding to those affected.

All royalties from “Reflux Reality: A Guide for Families” go directly to the Reflux Infants
Support Association Inc, to further support reflux families.

See RISA Inc’s new website page for more information on the book – click here
RISA Inc – Families Supporting Families
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Fussy Eater? Food Refuser?
Get help early!!
Tips from Debbie Alvarez - Speech Pathologist specialising in Paediatric feeding issues
Many people are not aware that a Speech Pathologist may be able to help when their baby or
toddler is difficult to feed, having difficulties chewing, food refusing or is a fussy eater. Often
babies or toddlers with reflux will have difficulties related to eating. Very early on, babies with
reflux associate eating with pain and discomfort and begin to fuss or even completely refuse
feeds.
Many families get turned away by the GP or early childhood nurse and are told to persevere with
feeding and that some babies are just unsettled. Reflux symptoms include back arching, crying at
feed times, waking from sleep screaming, taking very small amounts of milk and then refusing
more, fussing at feed times and being unsettled after feeds. Many babies with reflux have silent
reflux and never vomit, though some vomit frequently.
Reflux symptoms usually appear around four
to six weeks though can appear earlier. If a
baby is showing signs of reflux it is worth
seeking help early rather than adopting the
“wait and see” approach. Parents are often
reluctant to medicate young babies,
however, correct diagnosis and early
medication can often prevent ongoing
difficulties with eating and the impact on
other areas of development that reflux can
cause.
Due to food refusal or fussy eating, delays
can occur in chewing skills. Children with
reflux can also have delays in their speech and language development due to reduced chewing
practice as well as the body focussing on the underlying pain and discomfort rather than on
development of communication skills.
Once a child is diagnosed with reflux and started on medication, it is very important to ensure
that they are correctly medicated as strategies given to improve their feeding skills will not work
if there are ongoing underlying feelings of pain and discomfort. This may include seeing your GP,
a paediatrician or a paediatric gastroenterologist. It is important to remember that you are your
child’s advocate and you have every right to seek a second or even a third opinion regarding your
child’s reflux and medication.
It is often recommended that babies with reflux be started on solids early in an attempt to
reduce vomiting and increase their intake. In my experience, most babies do not have the oral
motor skills to manage solids earlier than four to six months and this results in increased stress
for both baby and parent with minimal impact on reflux due the small amounts of solid food the
baby actually swallows.
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If your baby is not yet on solids and fussing at or refusing milk feeds, I would recommend seeing
either a GP, paediatrician or paediatric gastroenterologist. Milk refusal can be caused by reasons
other than reflux, such as an allergy to cow’s milk protein. It is important that the process of
finding out the reason for your baby’s fussing be started as soon as possible. It may also be
beneficial to see a Speech Pathologist for assessment of sucking and swallowing skills.
If your baby has started solids and is difficult to feed or food refusing, I would recommend a
Speech Pathology assessment to assess chewing and swallowing skills and to advise you
regarding strategies to develop chewing skills further.
Strategies that may help encourage a child to eat more are:
 allowing the child to do messy food play where they are given food to explore with
their hands and faces. The messier the better!
 encouraging your child to practice chewing by giving a rubber toothbrush trainer for
them to hold and chew on
 allowing your child to feed themselves. Many babies prefer to feed themselves. This
can involve allowing them to hold the spoon, or giving them foods they are able to
pick up with their hands
 never force feeding your child .
If you would like to contact me for further information please feel free to contact me on 0432
995 457 or e-mail me on speechpathologyservices@gmail.com
Debbie Alvarez

Debbie Alvarez – Speech Pathologist
Located in Sydney’s southern suburbs
p. 0432 995 457 e. speechpathologyservices@gmail.com
Debbie has 13 years experience as a speech pathologist including six years at Sydney
Children's Hospital specialising in babies and children with feeding difficulties. This
includes:
 Gagging or choking on lumps
 Moving from purees to lumpy foods
 Fussy eaters
 Difficulties chewing or swallowing
 Drooling
 Tongue thrust or tongue tie
 Moving from tube to oral feeding
 Feeding difficulties and Autism Spectrum Disorders
 Feeding and disability
 Cleft Palate
She also sees children with a range of speech and language difficulties including:
 difficulties saying sounds in words
 using very few words or very simple sentences to communicate
 difficulties following instructions or understanding what is said
 reading, writing and learning difficulties
RISA Inc – Families Supporting Families
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Top Ten Myths of Mealtime
© 1997 / 2010 Dr Kay A Toomey
toomey@starcenter.us
Myth #1 – Eating is the body’s number one priority
Why it is false:
Actually, BREATHING is the body’s number one priority. Without good oxygenation, eating is
difficult because we shut off our airway briefly with every swallow and our oxygen level
decreases slightly (or we have to significantly increase our respiratory rate to maintain oxygen
such that we are burning off any calories we take in). POSTURAL STABILITY (“not falling on your
head”) is actually body priority number two. Eating is body priority number three. If either
breathing or postural stability are compromised, eating may be resisted.
Myth #2 – Eating is instinctive
Why it is false:
Eating is only an instinctive drive for the first month of life. From birth to 3-4 months of age, we
have a set of primitive motor reflexes (e.g. rooting, sucking, swallowing) which help us eat while
we lay down pathways in the brain for voluntary motor control over eating. Between the end of
the 5th or 6th month of life, these primitive motor reflexes “drop out” and eating is essentially a
learned behaviour after 6 months of age.
Myth #3 – Eating is easy
Why it is false:
Eating is the MOST complex physical task that human beings engage in. It is the ONLY human
task which requires every one of your organ systems, and requires that all of those systems work
correctly. In addition, EVERY muscle in the body is involved (one swallow for example, takes 26
muscles and 6 cranial nerves to coordinate). Plus, eating is the ONLY task children do which
requires simultaneous coordination of all 8 of our sensory systems. Learning, Development,
Nutrition and Environment also have to be integrated in to make sure a child eats correctly.
Myth #4 – Eating is a two step process; 1 = you sit down, 2 = you eat
Why it is false:
There are actually about 25 steps for typically developing children and 32 steps or more for
children with feeding problems, in the process of learning to eat.
Myth #5 – It is not appropriate to touch or play with your food
Why it is false:
Wearing your food is part of the normal developmental process of learning to eat it. You can
learn a great deal about the foods BEFORE they ever get into your mouth, by touching them and
playing with them first. It is “play with a purpose” that teaches a child the “physics of the foods”
before the foods ever get into their mouth. Being messy is an important part of learning to eat.
Myth #6 – If a child is hungry enough, he/ she will eat. They will not starve themselves
Why it is false:
This is true for about 94-96% of the paediatric population. For the other 4-6% of the paediatric
population who have feeding problems, they will “starve” themselves (usually inadvertently
however). For the majority of children with feeding difficulties, eating doesn’t work and/or it
hurts, and NO amount of hunger is going to overcome that fact. Children are organised simply; if
it hurts, don’t do it. If it doesn’t work; cry and/or run away. Also for children who have skill or
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medical problems with eating, their appetite often becomes suppressed over time, such that
they no longer respond correctly to appetite as a cue to eat a sufficient number of calories.
Myth #7 – Children only need to eat 3 times a day
Why it is false:
In order to meet their daily calorie requirements, children would have to eat adult sized meals if
they only eat 3 times a day. Given their small stomachs and attention spans, it takes most
children 5-6 meals a day to get in enough calories for proper growth and development.
Myth #8 – If a child won’t eat, they EITHER have a behavioural OR an organic problem
Why it is false
Various research studies and the data from our Centre indicates that between 65-95% of all
children with feeding problems have a COMBINATION of behavioural AND organic problems. If
you start with a physical problem with eating, you are going to quickly learn that eating doesn’t
work/hurts and a set of behaviours to avoid the task will become set into place. If you start with
a purely behavioural/environmental reason for not eating, your compromised nutritional status
of lack of experience will quickly begin to cause organic problems. As such, it is not useful to
create a dichotomy in diagnosing or treating feeding problems.
Myth #9 – Certain foods are only to be eaten at certain times of the day and only certain foods
are “good for you”
Why it is false
Food is just food. It is not breakfast food, or lunch food, or dinner food, or snack food, or junk
food. Food is either a protein, a carbohydrate or a fruit/vegetable. While some foods do have
more nutritional value than others, labelling foods as “good” or “bad” or “only to be eaten at X
meal”, is not helpful in teaching children to eat or to have a healthy relationship with food. If a
child eats chicken and peas for breakfast, that is okay. In addition, the so called “junk” foods
actually play a huge role as stepping stones in teaching children with feeding difficulties to learn
to eat a wide variety of others because these “junk” foods are typically easy to manage from an
oral-motor standpoint, and/or they have a large sensory appeal.
Myth #10 – Mealtimes are a proper social occasion. Children are to “mind their manners” at all
meal times.
Why it is false
Actually, eating comes first. Manners come second. The skills for eating need to be learned first,
before children can have good manners. Think about the 6-9 month old infant just learning to
eat and how messy they get. Especially for children who have not learned to eat well, mealtimes
are a teaching opportunity and we parents are the teachers. Children eat so much better when
mealtime conversations are focused on talking about the food, and when adults are modelling
how to eat and teaching the “physics” of food. So go ahead, enjoy your food and the feeding
experience with your child! Be noisy, be messy and play with your food!!
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Highlight on Western Australia
Recently, RISA Inc wrote to all state Health ministers alerting them to the needs of families with
infants and children with reflux and requesting that more be done. We’ve received responses
from WA, NT and SA so far. In this issue we wanted to focus on the problems being experienced
by our members in WA.
We were underwhelmed by the response we received from the WA Minister for Health. We’ve
reproduced it below. So we contacted all WA Members to see if their experience of their health
system matched the impression the Minister and the Health Department held. To say they’re a
bit out of touch is an understatement. We suspect this will be repeated across the country but
the stories we received from members in WA were heartwrenching. We’ve reproduced a couple
below, with permission.
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Bridget’s Story
[Names in this story have been changed]
We would like to respond to your email below regarding treatment of reflux in WA. If you
don't mind I would like to give you a detailed description of how her reflux has been treated
to date.
My partner David and I are parents to our 3 month old daughter Bridget. She was born on
the 5th January at 41+2 weeks. She was born at Swan Districts Hospital. Her weight at birth
was 3.4kgs and on discharge was 3.1kgs.
At the time of discharge (4 days after birth) my milk had not come in and I was having
attachment issues. At home we proceeded to feed her formula and still attempt
breastfeeding. It was at this point the vomiting and constant crying started. A week after
birth my milk came in and I was still having attachment issues so I expressed and fed her
EBM through a bottle. I continued to try breastfeeding. The vomiting and crying gradually
got worse.
We had our 10 day checkup with the
MCHN and we spoke to her about the
vomiting. I had read a little about
reflux and asked her about it. She said
that at this early age reflux isn’t an
issue. Bridget proceeded to projectile
vomit in front of her to which she
stated that maybe we do have an
issue. We knew she was losing weight
and asked the nurse to weigh her. She
weighed 2.89kgs. The nurse also
explained to me how to check for signs
of dehydration as with the Perth heat
(averaging mid to high 30s) we were
extremely concerned about this. From
this we knew she was getting
dehydrated.

Bridget – 18 days
The nurse suggested we go to the GP and ask for advice and she would come back in 5 days
to check on us. We went to the GP (not our normal one as we could not get an appt which
is very common here in WA) and the GP again said that reflux in babies so young was
uncommon. She suggested a thickener from the chemist for a minimum of 2 weeks. We got
the thickener and attempted to give that to her with the EBM. It wasn't successful.
She stopped drinking from a bottle and what I did manage to feed her breastfeeding she was
projectile vomiting. At this stage if she wasn't vomiting, she was crying then collapsing with
exhaustion. The nurse came back to see us 5 days later and she hadn't gained any weight.
Thankfully she hadn't lost any more either. The nurse again suggested we go back to the GP.
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I managed to get an appt the next day and our regular GP suggested that it may be a
lactose intolerance. She suggested we try a lactose free formula and if we saw no
improvement in 3 days we were to take her to Princess Margaret Hospital. We tried the
formula and by the next afternoon she had gotten worse. On the Saturday afternoon she had
a feed (which was normally only about 5 minutes) had a small convulsion then projectile
vomited the largest amount we had seen. By this stage she hadn't had a wet nappy in 24
hours so we rushed her straight to PMH.
When we were with the triage nurse at admission when we were explaining her symptoms
we were treated quite poorly and asked why it took us over a week to bring her in. Being
first time parents we followed the advice the GP and nurse gave us.
We were then seen to quite quickly by the staff at PMH. Urine samples were taken and she
was given an ultrasound that came back all clear. Bloods were also taken at this stage. We
were then transferred to Swan Districts Hospital for admission. By this time it was close to
midnight when we were admitted to SDH. We were told by the paediatric nurse that she
would be on 3 hour feeds until the paediatrician could see us in the morning. Nothing
changed overnight with the vomiting. The crying had stopped I believe due to pure
exhaustion.
At about 9.30 the next morning the paediatrician, nurses and registrar came to see me. He
checked her over and said she was severely dehydrated and to continue with 3 hour feeds. I
asked about reflux and he said highly unlikely at this age. Her bassinette was to be elevated
and each morning at 6am she was to be weighed. She was to be monitored every 6 hours by
the nurses.
Over the next 3 days we saw 3 different paediatricians and not one of them would actually
tell us it was reflux. David and I were doing as much research as possible to find out about
reflux and were frustrated that they wouldn't diagnose it. The ironic thing was everything we
were doing was to treat reflux. On our 3rd night in hospital I had a fantastic nurse on the
ward. She had 3 bubs that all had reflux and she sat with me for about 4 hours during the
night talking to me about it. Even she said from her point of view both professional and as a
mother with reflux babies, Bridget had it. She was the only one to give me information.
During her stay in hospital Bridget was gaining an average of 35 grams every day. On our
2nd last night in hospital it came back with a vengeance and she spent most of the night
screaming in pain. It was a very long night and it was then that I decided they couldn't help
me anymore and in the morning I demanded to be discharged. The paediatrician (a new
one) saw us at lunchtime and he was against us being discharged but I was adamant that I
could now manage it at home. It was this paediatrician that finally diagnosed her with reflux.
We were allowed home but we were to weigh her every 3 days. She steadily has been
gaining weight since. Since being discharged we have tried thickeners again, Infant
Gaviscon, a natural reflux remedy, Losec and Mylanta to combat her reflux. Can I also add
that it took half an hour to convince our new GP to prescribe Losec to us as he didn't believe
her case was severe enough and preferred us to go on with what we were doing.
At home we have her cot elevated, I breastfeed her upright, she is kept upright for a
minimum of 45 minutes after each feed. By doing this her tummy time is limited and pretty
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much at no time is she laid flat as this aggravates the reflux. Just recently I have tried the
Infant Gaviscon again and this has also helped with the vomiting and the acid.
Because of our complete run around and mishandling with Bridget we now have little faith in
our medical system. We are currently seeking a second opinion for another issue as we don't
feel the treatment we have received so far is sufficient. We have just finished weekly visits
with the MCHN and we are next scheduled to see the paediatrician at SDH again in May.
This service, to me is a waste of time. The first appt after being discharged was a joke. We
arrived at SDH 10 mins early and after half of hour of waiting I was told there was a 2 hour
delay. It was 42 degrees in Perth that day and there was no air conditioning on. Bridget was
becoming increasingly irritable in the heat so I left. The next appt I went to, I was seen by 3
paediatricians including one specialist. I told them everything that had been happening, she
was weighed and measured and I was told I'm doing a good job and sent on my way. That's
it!!!
I was given no advice even though I asked, no further treatment, nothing. I don't even want
to go for my next appt with them. Might I add that again they were different doctors and
they only knew what was in her file. As far as we are concerned the treatment for reflux in
WA is next to nil. Due to Bridget not sleeping during the day as this is when her reflux is at
its worst I contacted Ngala. They suggested we try self-settling. This didn't work as she
would start crying and would work herself up to the point she projectile vomits. They
couldn't give me much help in regards to dealing with a reflux baby and sleeping.
All the services available can’t help with reflux babies and the methods they use are just not
suitable for them in my view. I'm part of an internet mothers group that I joined whilst
pregnant. It is made up of over 100 women across Australia with babies that were due in
December 2011. Nearly a third of them have babies with some degree of reflux.
I have received more support from them over the last 3 months than any service here in WA.
I stumbled across RISA in one of my many internet searches. I think that your service is
amazing and the government in all states should refer all reflux families to you.
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In closing there are very limited services here in WA and what there is they have no actual
idea of what it is like to have a reflux baby. It has been the hardest 3 months of our lives. I
am happy to say that Bridget is now in the 25th percentile in weight on the growth charts
and every day she is getting chubbier, much to the delight of both of us
We can only hope that she will outgrow the reflux in time. Thank you for taking the time to
read our story. Good luck with getting the WA government to help. I am willing to help here
in WA if needed as I don't wish our journey on any other family.
It has been hell.

Troy’s Story
[Names in this story have been changed]

I would like to share our recent experiences with you all as it is a perfect example of how
the system in WA is not working for children with GORD and why action needs to be
taken by the WA government.
My son Troy was born in July 2010 and was a very unsettled baby right from the start.
We had constant crying, constant feeding and absolutely no sleep. I was told it was just
colic and we tried a number of things such as a chiropractor and gripe water etc to
absolutely no avail. I persisted to do more research and came to the conclusion that I
thought it was reflux (despite many people telling me that it wouldn't be reflux).
By 8 weeks we went to the GP insisting that he had reflux and was prescribed a very low
dose of Losec. With very little change to his symptoms we went back to the doctor about
1 month later and the dose was increased by a minimal amount. Once again we saw very
little change and were referred to a paediatrician.
At this stage I also tried Ngala1 and they brought us in for a day stay. While the staff
were lovely they treated us as if we were dealing with a sleep problem and didn't get any
real results from the visit.
The paediatrician came highly recommended as one of the best in Perth. Troy was 5 and
a half months by the time we managed to get an appointment to see the paediatrician.
He doubted it was reflux because the low dose of Losec Troy was on was not making any
difference. He advised me to change my diet (I had already cut out dairy) and so I
stopped eating gluten as well. One week later we returned to the Paediatrician having
seen absolutely no change and he put Troy on a high dose of Losec (10 times higher than
the original) and advised us to try Neocate LCP instead of breastfeeding to see if it made
any difference. Troy had one bottle and absolutely refused to go back to breastfeeding
causing me to get Mastitis for the third time and the need to completely give up
breastfeeding much earlier than planned.

1 Ngala is a provider of Early Parenting and Early Childhood services in Western Australia
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Within two days on the high dose of Losec he went from sleeping for 1 to two hours at a
time at night to sleeping for 7 hours straight. He also took to the Neocate well. However,
within a couple of weeks he started daily projectile vomiting, something we had not
experienced before as he had silent reflux up till this point. He was pretty unsettled
during the day but at least the sleeping at night had improved to only waking two or
three times a night.
At 10 months we went back to Ngala for a day stay to try and get more advice on
managing reflux. Once again the staff were really friendly but I got nothing out of the
visit. I was given a printout from the RISA website of coping strategies (something I had
already read often) and was talked to by a psychologist who treated me like I had post
natal depression – instead of recognising that my son was sick and this had caused
significant sleep loss and stress on our family.
Following this we just continued on with the Losec and Neocate and slowly introduced a
very limited diet hoping it would be kept down at every meal.
Just after Troy turned 1 we noticed a significant downturn. He was waking up frequently
at night and screaming in what appeared to be pain and even after his day sleeps he
would often wake in significant pain and would scream and violently throw himself
around for up to half an hour till he would calm down. He was extremely unsettled
during the day and was generally a very unhappy child. More visits back to the
paediatrician where he was 'completely out of ideas' and advised us to try Gaviscon
when things were bad and we were giving him almost daily pain killers when he was
really upset just to try and get through the day.
When nothing was working we went back to the paediatrician and that is when he
referred us to the paed gastro at PMH. That was in October 2011. He said the waiting list
could be 3 to 6 months long so not to get our hopes up. He also advised us to go into the
emergency department if things got really bad as a referral from them might help us get
into see the specialist sooner.
In December things were getting worse and we made the trip into the emergency
department. The staff were excellent and while we were definitely not an emergency
case the senior registrar spent a good 20 minutes talking to us about what was going on
and advising us of how to safely give Troy pain killers over time. We also asked him for a
referral to help our case.
By mid January this year Troy was still struggling with daily pain and screaming and
generally very unsettled behaviour. I rang the PMH gastro dept to see how much longer
we would be on the waiting list for and was advised another year! At this stage I did
more research online and found out that people from WA were going to see private
specialists in Sydney and Melbourne.
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Troy

The next working day I rang a Melbourne clinic and to our luck they had a cancellation
on the Wednesday and I just broke down in tears and said we would take it. So I
organised last minute flights and accommodation for the next day. The appointment was
for 9am Wednesday morning and the paed gastro was excellent.
When she realised our situation she tried to get us in for a gastroscopy that night but in
the end managed to get us in for the following Monday. We flew back to Perth that
afternoon and flew back to Melbourne on the Sunday to be admitted as a day patient at
Cabrini Hospital on the Monday.
The scope was done and confirmed he has severe reflux but also found patches in his
stomach that he likened to stomach ulcers, which were likely to have been the cause of
the pain and suffering he had been enduring since about August the year before. The
paed gastro prescribed Nexium in a very high dose and within three weeks we had seen
a significant difference.
I would even go as far as saying that since about the end of February this year we have
seen a completely different child emerge. He is still on medication and still has reflux but
his stomach has healed and he is happy and healthy and is finally willing to learn and
play like a normal child.
It makes my husband and I sad to think that we were really robbed of enjoying my son's
childhood up until he was 20 months old because of his reflux and the lack of adequate
medical practitioners in Perth that were experienced in adequately dealing with reflux. I
am jealous of the level of care that other states can rely on while parents and children in
WA live every day as a struggle.
In short:
1. Despite seeing one of the top paediatricians in Perth at least 10 times at a
significant cost, we feel that he completely let us down by not treating our
situation with enough consideration and care.
2. Ngala is suitable for babies with sleep issues but is not any help to parents with
severe reflux.
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3. Child Health Nurses do not have sufficient training to provide any real advive
however the one time when I did find them useful was when she provided
information on the Red Cross helpers who came to our home once a week to help
out. I must say this was a life-saver.
4. There are definitely not enough paediatric gastroenterologists in Perth. Our name
is still on the waiting list and has been for 7 months so I will be interested to see
when/if we ever get offered an appointment.
5. Our trip to Melbourne to see a paed gastro and have the scope done cost about
$5,000 once medical bills, flights and accommodation were taking into
consideration. While this in not something that we could afford, I would never
change what we did for a second. We have a completely different child and I don't
know how we would have coped any longer if it hadn't happened when it did.
6. Yes the government provide the one brochure that is readily available at the CHN
and GP's however there is a very minimal level of support provided. I found the
best resource to be the RISA website. This however I found without any health
professional mentioning it even existed. In fact I doubt that many know that it
exists.
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Other comments from WA Mums
My experience with the health system and reflux babies has been quite upsetting. Apart from
our paediatrician, no one else really has paid too much attention to us, where they always said
that it'll get better and not to worry too much about it. They don't seem to understand the
difficulties to cope with and handle babies with reflux. Sometimes they also give advice that is
more relevant to non-reflux babies, which doesn't really help us.
I agree with you to question the Minister in regards to the gastro paed in WA. I think it's a critical
issue.
To be able to find RISA has been a blessing for us. The amount of support that we receive has
been amazing, more than we could ever receive from any practitioners here. So I believe that
RISA should establish as many associations as it can so other families with reflux children are
aware that they can get support.
Anna, WA Member & Mum

Parents do not know who to contact when their child has severe reflux or feeding difficulties.
When you have a FTT baby who refuses to feed the information available is woefully
inadequate... I remember seeing this [reflux brochure] and thinking it doesn't even scratch
the surface.
I also think the issue of bad advice and resistance to treating reflux as a serious condition needs
to be tackled amongst health professionals - including general paeds. Yes, they will 'grow out of'
- but not before some of them have learned to refuse to feed, ended up on feeding tubes, hugely
impacted on the mental health of the mother particularly, and the stability of the family unit as a
whole. There is so much funding, education and government department support for 'breast is
best' - how about some support and guidance on what to do when your baby won't feed at all.
RISA is the only place we have been able to get practical advice (e.g. on dream feeding, and on
the relationship between reflux and food allergy / intolerance) when paeds and GPs have
dismissed new mums who may not know any better than to just follow the doctor’s advice.
Rachel, WA Member & Mum
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Dr Renee Shilkin’s thoughts
I read the info about the lack of resources for parents of refluxing babies in WA and
couldn't agree more. The situation here is diabolical and not improving.
I have been a member of RISA and its predecessor in NSW for many years and find
it’amazing that Perth's facilities are bad--far worse than a few years ago. Having
access to a Paediatric Gastroenterologist is a necessity for some of these infants--but
isn't available.
I am a GP, officially retired, but still seeing some infants, when I can't say 'no' after
hearing their stories. You probably know that my special area of interest in refluxing
infants is the combination of reflux and atopy (allergy) as I believe that these infants
develop early middle ear problems. I think this aspect of their problems is often missed.
In my 30 plus years of involvement with these infants I think that many of the
symptoms attributed directly to reflux are actually from Eustachian tube dysfunction.
Despite many years of trying to spread the message about this combination of issues, it
still isn't an accepted relationship.
RISA recently acquired a copy of my book--CRYING BABIES & BEYOND--the ins & outs
and ups & downs. The book is written for parents and has a lot of information about
reflux as well as discussing the ETI (Eustachian tube Irritation) concept that I describe.
Reading the articles from parents in the RISA Newsletter describing the problems they
have with their refluxing infants it is obvious that a significant percentage have middle
ear problems, but there doesn't seem to be an understanding that this is not just a
chance finding.

Dr Renee Shilkin is a Life Member of RISA and on our Medical Advisory Panel
More information from Dr Shilkin will be published in our next newsletter. In the
interim, more information is available at her website at www.cryingbabies.com.au and
her book is available to all members from the RISA library.

Where to with WA?
A number of our WA members
have expressed an interest in
participating in a Skype group to
gather our thoughts and decide
what issues to tackle first – as
there seems to be so many. If
you’re interested in this, please
contact our central advocacy
group through
risa@reflux.org.au
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Spread the word and help a reflux mum
Ridiculously busy reflux mum who believes in RISA
but doesn’t have much time on your hands?
You can still help. Here’s how:
Forward this newsletter to people who might have a
new baby. Remember about 10% of bubs are likely
to be suffering from reflux. It’s not that uncommon.
Tell a midwife or a nurse. Do you have any health
professionals in your circle? Tell them about your
experiences & RISA. Forward them this newsletter.
Like us on Facebook. It takes a second. If you’ve got a minute or two,
join in the conversation on Facebook – it’s an open forum where
people can seek a bit of help or general advice. If they need more
you can always direct them to the website or encourage them to
consider joining RISA.
Ask a local business to carry our poster or brochures – your doctor, local health clinic, pharmacist,
baby store, paediatrician or paediatric gastroenterologist’s office.
Join in the chat on our forums – you’ll be surprised how much you’ve already picked up along the
way and sometimes just sharing a small experience can really help someone else.

Cranial Osteopathy
A natural therapy option for the relief of reflux and colic.
Gently releasing tension in the pelvis, abdomen, upper back and
neck can improve the symptoms of reflux and colic.
See our website or call us for more details
www.brisbaneosteopathic.com.au
07 3311 5655
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Website activity update
•
•
•

Number of visitors in April 2012 was approx. 7,873, up 25% since March ’12 and
153% since April 2011.
We had a big spike on 21 April – 1031 visitors in one day (3 times higher than the
average day). We still don’t know why.
27% of the people finding our site are looking for information about silent reflux – so
we’re looking to add some more useful info on that topic.

We’re also aiming to update the website in the not too distant future including personal
stories from members to help people understand that they are not alone and that
parents can point to so other members of the community can understand what it’s like
to live with a reflux kid.
If you have a story to contribute either to the website or the newsletter please send
them in, along with permission to use them!

Fussy Babies clarifies the introduction of solids and food sensitivity; and
reveals new information about eating development and super sensitivity.
Fussy Babies will help you understand why your baby may be struggling and
provides practical recommendations that you can do to put into place
immediately and start seeing results. “Fussy Babies provides you with
information on what happens in the first year so that each baby’s eating is
understood and parents know why eating is progressing as it does.”
BUY NOW ≈ BUY NOW ≈ BUY NOW ≈ BUY NOW
http://www.foodintolerancepro.com/
Two GREAT books by Joan Breakey, one of Australia’s
leading dietitians and a great friend of RISA’s

Food Sensitivity or Food intolerance is any adverse reaction your body has
to foods or chemicals in foods. It is a real problem for many people. Reactions
can include eczema, headaches and migraine, ASD, ADHD, irritability, tummy
aches and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS). “The ‘Are You Food Sensitive?’ book
gives you a straight forward approach to doing this. It provides a proven method
for being your own Diet Detective giving you a simple, no fuss process for
investigating which foods may be problematic. Saving you time and minimising
impact on your lifestyle.”
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Don’t forget – help is at hand!
RISA Inc members are able to receive support via
telephone or email from RISA Inc Contacts
If you would like to make contact with one of our
experienced contacts, please
CALL: Brisbane on (07) 3229 1090 (linked to a
Messagebank service) OR
EMAIL: info@reflux.org.au
Our RISA Contacts follow up on requests as soon as they
are able to. Please bear in mind they are all volunteers
We also have some contacts who offer support via email so if this is your preferred method then
please email Tanya at info@reflux.org.au and she will arrange for one of our contacts to email
you.

Wanna chat?
RISA Inc hosts regular chats on our forums, with RISA Inc
contacts in attendance (Tanya, Anna and Nicki).
New time: first Thursday of the month from 8 – 9pm EST.
Feel free to drop in for a chat! Log into the website at
www.reflux.org.au and click on “RISA Chat” in the main menu
on the left hand side of the page. If you need help finding it, let
us know. All members are welcome.
You are also welcome to drop in for a chat at other times – let
the parents on the forums know if you are keen to chat, or
perhaps send an email to Tanya, Anna or Nicki via
info@reflux.org.au, and talk to them if the time doesn’t suit.
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“Always read instructions carefully before use and only use products in the manner in which they were
designed. For more information please read the ACCC article Keeping Baby Safe: A Guide to Infant and
Nursery Products.”
22
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Bianca & Oliver’s Story
My name is Bianca and I have one child, Oliver; he is 1 year old. Oliver was diagnosed with
silent reflux at 4 months of age by one of my closest friends, who happens to be our GP.
Thank god for her. She witnessed one of Oliver’s screaming fits; these used to happen most
days, sometimes a few times a day and go on for what felt like hours, but was probably 30 to
60 minutes of screaming and crying before my husband or I would be able to settle him
and/or he would fall asleep from exhaustion.
When my GP heard Oliver’s cry she told me that it was a typical pain cry and that she
believed he might have reflux. After asking me about his sleep patterns and what a regular
day was like, she suggested a trial of Losec. I remember that I had checked the symptoms of
reflux a few times in those first few months and because Oliver didn't fit all the criteria,
specifically refusing feeds or failing to gain weight, that I had dismissed it.
What I remember the most from this first 4 months of sleep deprivation, mastitis, cracked
nipples (Oliver was a comfort feeder so would feed every 2 hours and then vomit about 1/3
of that feed up) and basically what I think of as the worst time of my life, is that I couldn’t
believe that I used to be someone who was able to successfully work both a full time job and
a part time job, whilst studying a science degree externally. Now it was a huge achievement
if I showered and got out of my pyjamas before lunch time as my baby screamed whenever I
put him down.
Prior to this I had spent 2.5 years being a nanny and caring for 2 girls full-time, so I couldn’t
understand why I wasn’t able to care for one baby, my own baby! Caring for Oliver day in,
day out took everything out of me. I have no idea how I survived this period of my life still
married, still sane and still wanting more children!
The day after Oliver was prescribed Losec he slept for 3 hours IN A ROW! This was amazing,
prior to this he had been a napper, usually only 30 minutes out of every 4 hour period and
that was usually upright on mine or my husband’s shoulder, on me in a sling or in his upright
vibrating chair (which was the best thing invented!!!). Oliver was constantly so tired that he
would nod off to sleep for a few minutes; if I was holding him upright he would have a
catnap but would quickly wake screaming if I tried to lie him down.
My GP reviewed Oliver after a few days on the Losec and asked how he was going and I told
her I had been able to go to the shops with Oliver in a pram for a whole hour without him
screaming at me!! Huge progress in just a few days!
We experienced a few months of happier Oliver after he started medication and I began to
learn how to manage a refluxer. He started sleeping for longer periods both day and night; a
few times he only woke twice overnight! However, he would not sleep in his cot and instead
sleeps in a queen size bed. I believe he has associated the cot with the painful refluxing and
still refuses to sleep in it.
By the time he was 8 months old he started returning to his old ways of being over
emotional, clingy, comfort feeding, waking hourly overnight and just generally miserable
most days. At this time we went back for a review and his Losec dose was doubled. It took
this medication increase for Oliver to be comfortable enough to spend time on his tummy to
23
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learn to start crawling. Prior to this he would sit upright and use his right leg to spin himself
around in circles, never wanting to lie on his back or tummy.
Oliver turning 1 was a huge achievement for me as I survived a whole year breastfeeding a
reflux baby, and didn’t lose the plot. All of this without once getting to sleep for more than 3
hours at a time! I consider Oliver’s first year of life as both the worst and best time of my life.
I have such a beautiful, affectionate and cheeky son and when his reflux isn’t worrying him,
we have the best fun playing and exploring the world together. However, it feels like we take
a step forward and have a great day and a night (where he only wakes 3 times) and I think
his reflux is improving and we are finally managing it, and then it’s followed by 3 or 4 days of
horrible clingy, upset, wingy, crying and unsettled Oliver waking hourly overnight.
One of the hardest things about being the mother of a refluxer is that once you have a
diagnosis and are prescribed medicine it seems that everyone (family, friends, medical
professionals, sometimes even you as Mum or Dad) thinks it’s problem solved. This hasn’t
happened for us and we are still struggling to find the right diet (currently dairy free, soy
free, gluten free and avoiding triggers such as spicy foods, tomato, citrus) and dose of
medication that will make Oliver comfortable enough to be able to develop, grow and meet
his milestones.
What I hope other parents will gain from reading my story is to know that we have been
through this and we understand. It is only by letting others (your family, friends, RISA)
support you, that you too can survive. It will take everything you have and then some, but
you can exist with limited sleep. You just have to forget about the housework and being the
perfect wife, or friend for a while, give your friends and family information about reflux
(refer them to the RISA site or give them a copy of the newsletters!) and then ask for help
and most importantly sleep when your babies sleep.
Thank you Bianca for sharing your story! Even though Bianca is only a relatively new member
and her reflux journey is not over, Bianca has generously offered to take on the role of RISA Inc
Secretary! Thank you so much Bianca for volunteering to fill one of the more important
positions (though all of them are important). If anyone else would like to volunteer for a
position, or to become more active on admin, please let us know.

And if you thought WA was bad… read about
Northern Queensland
Sienna’s story
Sienna is our beautiful Christmas present of 2011, but unfortunately her first five months
have been far from pleasant. Having already had a reflux baby and with a medical
background myself we thought things would be much easier this time around but that
couldn’t have been further from the truth.
After two wasted hospital admissions, seven different GPs, and seeing every Paed and gastro
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Paed in town Sienna is still struggling. We presented to the Emergency department on more
than one occasion only to be turned away yet again in tears. Poor Sienna had all the typical
symptoms of reflux minus the vomiting which according to everyone we saw meant she
didn’t have reflux and her issues were purely behavioural. At five weeks she was refluxing to
the point of having apnoeic episodes* and turning lovely shades of grey, but the paed told us
that the issue was in the eyes of the observer!
At four months Sienna was still uncomfortable screaming most of the day and night, drinking
the bare minimal volumes and rapidly dropping from her healthy 85th percentile birth
weight to hovering just above the 3rd. But according to the paeds we should stop weighing
her as maybe that was her predetermined weight.
Now at five months we are slightly more hopeful, with the help of RISA!
We were able to locate a paed who could help us via Skype and immediately changed
Sienna’s medications around and increased her dose. RISA has helped me vent and get
advice when I have had nobody to call and having to try and do things myself, from changing
bottles and formula to not worrying because it was normal. To be honest without the advice
I think Sienna would be in a much worse state and probably not improving now. I now know
she isn’t going to get better tomorrow but everyday we hold hope that one change we do
will make her comfortable and maybe then we can educate the doctors on what to do next
time round.
Sienna’s mum is a midwife and lives in North Queensland
(* apnoeic episodes are episodes where there is a temporary absence of breathing)
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Carer Allowance: Practical Financial Information for
Parents
By Anna, RISA Admin & Member
Late last year we applied for the Carer Allowance through Centrelink, mainly for the Health
Care Card as we were spending a fortune on medication. I had put it off for some time after
our paediatric gastroenterologist said he didn’t think we were entitled to it, but when I
realised Ollie was not growing out of reflux any time soon, and with the encouragement
from other RISA parents, I decided to apply.
We were approved for the Health Care Card, but not the Carer Allowance. However, by that
stage I was aware of a number of other reflux parents who were getting the allowance so I
phoned Centrelink to find out why we did not qualify for the full allowance. I was told that
Ollie wasn’t at a level that made us eligible, but when I questioned that, they said they
needed more information on the medical form and the needs assessment form. Because I
wanted to appeal, they sent us the forms again.
With the help of other RISA mums, I wrote a detailed letter outlining all the additional care
that my child requires and attached it to the Carer assessment form. I also returned to our
doctor and asked him to be more specific, and outline all of Ollie’s issues and not just his
severe GORD and chronic constipation - he listed his food issues including food refusal, CMPI
(cow’s milk protein intolerance) and soy protein intolerance and motility disorder.
I sent these forms into Centrelink, and after a few weeks, I got a letter saying that my
application was declined again. No explanation, other than a standard letter saying that the
medical form didn’t show Ollie’s condition at a level that would entitle us to the payment.
I was aware of other RISA parents who were providing the same level of care my son
needed, and yet they were getting the allowance. I couldn’t understand how very similar
children with the same kind of medical condition were treated differently in terms of
payment, so I phoned Centrelink again, to find out why. I was put through to the officer who
handled my case, and he turned out to be quite helpful. He said they took everything into
consideration and factored in my letter; however, it all came down to the fact that the
doctor hadn't ticked the box required by Centrelink to confirm Ollie's condition. I said there
was no box that the doctor could tick as there were no appropriate boxes on the form.
Now, there is a question in the form that says "Gastroenterological condition or other
medical condition requiring total parenteral nutrition for an extended period, with medical
treatment and medical supervision required for at least 12 months".
I said the only gastroenterological question in the list of recognised medical conditions was
based around tube feeding. The Centrelink officer said that there was a conjunction in the
question so it is just a case of how you read it! It can be read as "gastroenterological
condition – or other medical condition requiring total parenteral nutrition for an extended
period – with medical treatment and medical supervision required for at least 12 months."
He told me that this was now the only reason why I was turned down and if the doctor
ticked the box, I would receive the allowance!
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I went back to the doctor once again, and explained what the officer at Centrelink said. Our
doctor ticked the box and signed the form, but he wanted to make it clear that he was not
referring to total parenteral nutrition so crossed that part out. I sent off the updated medical
report, and a week or so later received a phone call from Centrelink to tell me my
application was successful and they would backdate the payment to when I first applied.
So, if your child has chronic reflux, my recommendation is to consider applying for the Carer
Allowance, and to not be afraid of appealing their decision if you are turned down. Send
Centrelink a detailed letter outlining all of the additional care that is required and explain the
gastroenterological question to your doctor and how it can be interpreted.
I wish I had applied 18 months ago, and wasn’t discouraged by our paed gastro saying we
wouldn’t get it. I was also put off by all the forms initially, but they really weren’t so bad.
I’m relieved I applied and followed through with it, and I hope our experience helps other
parents.

In the list of recognised medical conditions on the relevant form, the
gastroenterological condition has a conjunction in it, so it can be interpreted as:

"Gastroenterological condition (or other medical condition requiring total
parenteral nutrition for an extended period) with medical treatment and
medical supervision required for at least 12 months."
Information provided by Centrelink staff member

Further on Carer Allowance
Many RISA parents are eligible for Carer Allowance from Centrelink, although they are not
always aware of this. They may also not realise it is worth appealing the decision if their
application is declined, or if they are approved only for the Health Care Card. Some families are
also eligible for Carer Payment.
o

o

o
o

o

Carer Allowance is a supplementary payment that may be available to parents/carers
who provide additional care and attention for a child aged under 16 years with a
physical, intellectual or psychiatric disability or medical condition. It is NOT income or
assets tested.
Carer Payment is available to parents/carers if they are unable to work in substantial
paid employment because they are providing full time care to a child with a severe
disability or medical condition. It is income and assets tested.
Parents/carers may receive a fortnightly Carer Allowance plus a Health Care Card or a
Health Care Card only.
Parents/carers may also be eligible for Carer Allowance if they have 2 children who
together create a substantial caring responsibility even if each child is not eligible on
their own.
Carer Allowance can be backdated up to 12 weeks prior to the claim being lodged.

With a Health Care Card, amongst other benefits, medicines are cheaper under the
Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS). If the Health Care Card is backdated for any length of
time, any medications purchased during that period of time may be eligible for a refund from
Medicare. Talk to your pharmacist or Medicare for further information.
RISA Inc – Families Supporting Families
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Important Announcement
Change to Membership Fees
The RISA Inc Executive recently resolved to trial the removal of renewal fees. So you will not
receive a renewal notice when your membership falls due. Effectively this means you will remain
a member of RISA until such time as you choose to resign or RISA changes its policy with regard
to renewals. If you have received a renewal notice recently, please disregard it. Of course you
are able to unsubscribe or resign at any time and donations are always welcome in lieu of
renewal fees if you feel the need! ;-)
The Executive has moved this way for a number of reasons:
1. Many parents of refluxing infants either have the situation under control or it seems to
have resolved itself by 12 months. Though the worst often seems to be over and
members may no longer require our support, we tend to think that many would still wish
to be counted as supporters of ours. As we lobby government for greater education and
recognition of the condition across the country, we imagine many of you would want to
be counted as concerned parents who would wish other new parents of refluxing infants
an easier journey than many of you have had.
2.

This will significantly reduce the administrative workload for our volunteer membership
secretary and website manager.

3. We are aware that the incidence of reflux in infancy is very similar to the incidence of
reflux in the general population with increasing evidence that for many, it’s a lifelong
issue. While parents often welcome the end of our reflux journey sometime during the
first year, many find themselves dealing with an inexplicably irritable, night waking
toddler a couple of years later. So potentially, it could be a good thing for you if you have
access to our forums and info a few years from now. Hopefully not – but it's not beyond
the realms of possibility.
And lastly, the longer our parents stay around, the better their child often get and the more able
they find themselves to contribute to other reflux parents either through the forums or as a
volunteer phone or email contact. Please let us know if you're in this category!
The RISA Executive thought it was a good idea. We hope you can see the logic of the decision
and are broadly in agreement. We value your feedback, so let us know what you think.
New membership joining fee - $35
Renewal fee - $0
We also realise there may be some teething problems as we implement the new system, or
issues that we may not have taken into considerations, so if you have any questions or concerns,
please do not hesitate to contact us.
With thanks
RISA Executive Team
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Special General Meeting & Annual General Meeting
As we’ve flagged previously, the Executive Committee will be proposing that RISA Inc wind up its
incorporation in Qld and move to NSW in resolutions to be put to the Special General Meeting.
This will allow all office bearer positions to be filled from anywhere in Australia. We will also
need to adopt an updated constitution and objects for our organisation. The previous model
rules were written 20 years ago. As a member, you won’t notice much if any difference at all.
And we remain utterly committed to our very strong Queensland contingent of members –
indeed to all of our members world-wide!
In order for the Special General Meeting to go ahead there will need to be 10 members present
and it will be conducted under our current rules. Should the resolutions be adopted, the AGM
will proceed under our new constitution. So we’ll still need a new Management Committee –
including a President and Treasurer.
Irrespective of a decision to move to NSW, the AGM will be conducted under the current
Queensland rules whereby the Secretary must come from Queensland.

Special General Meeting
Date: Tuesday 5th June 2012
Time: 8pm (Qld time)
Place: Online
Annual General Meeting
Date: Tuesday 5th June 2012
Time: Immediately following the
Special General Meeting
Place: Online

To participate in the special general meeting and the AGM, please email RISA Inc at
info@reflux.org.au with your Skype username or registered Skype email address by Sunday 3rd
June.
If you do not have access to the internet and wish to participate, please contact RISA Inc.
Members may appoint a proxy in accordance with Rule 23 of our Model Rules.

The Newsletter Supplement includes information about the AGM and Special General
Meeting. We urge you to read through it and consider taking on a role. RISA Inc is a member
run organisation and we need your help!
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Disclaimer
©Reflux Infants Support Association (RISA) Inc- All information copyrighted in this newsletter
It is important to be aware that any information provided in this newsletter is for general
information and support purposes only. The information is not intended as a substitute for
professional medical advice and if you have questions or concerns regarding your physical or
mental health, or the health of your baby, please seek assistance from your qualified and
licensed health professional. If you have any diagnosis, treatment and medication requirements
please consult a qualified and licensed health professional.
Views expressed by contributors and guest speakers are not necessarily recommended or
endorsed by Reflux Infants Support Association (RISA) Inc. and are not to be construed as, or to
be taken in place of, medical advice.
Whilst every effort is made to ensure that information and advice provided in the newsletter is
accurate and appropriate, RISA Inc makes no warranty of any kind, express or implied, and is not
liable for the accuracy, currency, errors or omissions of the information contained herein. All
access to, and use of, the information is at the user's risk.
Reference herein to any specific URL or link, commercial products, process, or service by trade
name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not constitute or imply its endorsement,
recommendation, or favouring by RISA Inc. Advertisers indemnify the publisher and its
management committee against all liability claims or proceedings whatsoever arising from the
publication.
By choosing to read this newsletter, you acknowledge and agree to the terms of this Disclaimer.
We reserve the right to modify these terms. If you have a complaint regarding a specific article or
feature, or any suggestions for the newsletter, please contact us.
Thank you. RISA Inc
***
“Always read product instructions carefully before use and only use products in the manner in
which they were designed. For more information please read the ACCC article Keeping Baby Safe:
A Guide to Infant and Nursery Products.”
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